Introduction
Partial Combinatory Algebras, models for a form of Combinatory Logic with partial application, have been studied for the last thirty y ears because of their close connection to Intuitionistic Logic (see, for example, 11]).
From the \algebraic" side, Partial Combinatory Algebras gave r i s e t o t h e construction of elementary toposes as shown in 4]: for every partial combinatory algebra A we h a ve t h e realizability topos RT A ]. The best known of these toposes is Hyland's E ective Topos (see 3] ). This paper is motivated by the question: what would be a good category for partial combinatory algebras (pca's), such that the construction of a realizability topos RT A ] o u t o f A becomes a functor with nice properties? Of course, this depends on one's point of view as to which category these realizability toposes live in. Some functoriality is obtained in John Longley's thesis 8] he de nes a 2-category of pca's, such that morphisms in this category correspond to certain exact functors between realizability toposes.
In this paper, we are mainly interested in geometric morphisms between realizability toposes. Our approach is both a re nement and an analysis of Longley's. First, we propose the notion of ordered p artial combinatory algebra (opca), a generalization of pca. The standard construction of realizability toposes goes through for these ordered pca's. This is reviewed in the rst section.
However, the context of opca's allows some constructions which are not avaliable for pca's. This becomes apparent when we i n troduce a 2-category for ordered pca's, OPCA+. On this category, there is a 2-monad, the non-empty downset monad, T. Whereas Longley's morphisms are certain total relations, we are able to work with functions and recover his category as follows: Longley's 2-category of pca's is a full subcategory of the Kleisli category Kl(T) for our monad T, on objects with are in fact genuine pca's. There is a 2-functor from Kl(T) to the 2-category of realizability triposes and exact functors between them this functor is locally an equivalence, so that, up to 2-isomorphism, maps in Kl(T) b e t ween two xed opca's are the same as exact functors between the associated triposes. The next step is to impose a restriction on opca-maps, obtaining a subcategory OPCA, t o w h i c h the monad T restricts. The idea is that the maps in OPCA are precisely the maps which induce geometric morphisms between triposes. Then we obtain a 2-functor from the Kleisli category for the monad on OPCA to the 2-category of triposes and geometric morphisms, and this 2-functor is again a local equivalence.
In the third section we focus on (pseudo-) algebras for our monad, and we consider the category Pass(A ) o f P artitioned Assemblies associated to an ordered pca A . W e obtain the result that Pass(A ) is regular if and only if A has a pseudo-algebra structure. Moreover, this category is a regular completion (of a category that is again of the form Pass(B)) if and only if A is equivalent to a free algebra TB. Then we discuss some applications of our framework. The rst one concerns relative realizability ( s e e 1 ]) the main result is a characterization of those subopca's A of some B for which there is a local map from RT B ] t o RT A ]. In other words, we g i v e a necessary and su cient condition so that the relative realizability topos RT B A ] coincides with RT B ].
A second application is a presentation of a hierarchy of realizability toposes, induced by the sequence of opca's A T A T 2 A : : : . The fact that certain hierarchies can be presented in this tripos-theoretic way w as already conjectured by Menni 9] .
Finally, w e g i v e a s l i g h t generalization of a theorem by Johnstone and Robinson, stating that the E ective T opos is not equivalent t o a n y topos obtained from a total combinatory algebra.
De nitions and Basic Properties
This section sets out the de nitions and reviews basic properties. We de ne ordered pca's, the standard realizability tripos I(A ) for an ordered pca A and the associated categories of assemblies and partitioned assemblies. Most of the well-known properties of these structures for ordinary pca's carry over easily to the ordered case proofs are omitted.
Ordered Pca's
De nition 2.1 An ordered p ca is a triple A = ( A ), where partially orders the set A, and where is a partial function from A A to A. W e write a b# or ab# if (a b) is in the domain of , in which case a b or ab denote the value. We require that the following conditions are satis ed: Of course, every ordinary pca can be seen as an ordered pca, by taking the discrete ordering.
The motivating example for the de nition of ordered pca's in 12] (where they are called -pca's however, this terminology is hard to pronounce) is the following: given a pca A, the set of nonempty subsets of A (or the set of nonempty nite subsets of A) forms an ordered pca (but not a pca!) by putting = fxy j x 2 y 2 g (This is de ned if for all x 2 and y 2 , xy# ) A fundamental property of pca's is their so-called combinatorial completeness. U p t o , this remains true for ordered pca's: Proposition 2.2 (Combinatorial completeness) Let A be a n o r dered p ca.
For every term t composed of elements of A, application and variables x, x 1 : : : x n , there is a term x:t], c ontaining at most the variables x 1 : : : x n , such that for all elements a a 1 : : : a n 2 A: i f t a=x a 1 =x 1 : : : a n =x n ]# then ( x:t] a 1 =x 1 : : : a n =x n ])a# and ( x:t] a 1 =x 1 : : : a n =x n ])a t a=x a 1 =x 1 : : : a n =x n ] As was already remarked in 12], the proof is an easy adaptation of the standard case.
From Proposition 2.2 it follows that there are pairing operations, written j j 0 j 1 that satisfy j 0 (j(a b)) a j 1 (j(a b)) b: It is well-known that every pca is either in nite or consists of only one element (One way of understanding this is to observe rst that, using k and s one can construct all the numerals 0 1 : : : , and then to remark that these all have t o be distinct, if k 6 = s). For ordered pca's there are other possibilities, as becomes apparent after the following de nition:
De nition 2.3 An ordered pca is called trivial if it has a least element, and it is called pseudo-trivial if there is an element that serves both as k and as s. An example of a pseudo-trivial ordered pca that is not trivial is provided by a meet-semilattice (without a least element, of course application is given by meet). We h a ve the following characterization: Lemma 2.4 For any ordered p ca A the following statements are e quivalent:
1. A is pseudo-trivial, 2. there is an element u such that u k = true and u sk = false, 3 . any two elements have a lower bound (not necessarily a meet), 4 . there a r e natural numbers n m such that n 6 = m, but n and m have a lower bound (n denotes the element that corresponds to n for some coding of the natural numbers).
Proof. (1) ) (3) : consider the element u = skkk = kskk. W e h a ve skkk kk(kk) k, but also kskk sk. N o w kxy x, s o ( skkk)xy x. And skxy y, so (kskk)xy y, and we h a ve found that (skkk)xy = ( kskk)xy = uxy is a lower bound of any x and y.
(2) ) (1) : take u with u k and u sk. Then uks i s a l o wer bound for k and s, and this lower bound serves both as k and as s.
(3) ) (1) (2) (4) are trivial. (4) ) (2) : suppose m > n and x m and x n. W e h a ve, by c o m binatorial completeness, terms zeroand pred, that test for zero and take the predecessor.
To be more precise: zero p k if p = 0, and zero p sk if p 6 = 0 , pred p p ; 1 _ . N o w w e nd that zero(pred n m) sk and zero(pred n m) k.
So for x this implies zero(pred n x) sk and zero(pred n x) k.
Triposes for Ordered Pca's
By now, the construction of a tripos, and hence of a realizability topos out of a partial combinatory algebra is standard. The standard r ealizability tripos on A , also denoted I(A ) assigns to any set X the set of functions I(A ) X reindexing is given by composition. The tripos structure is a straightforward generalisation of the pca case: for 2 I(A ) X , we put ` i 9a 2 A 8x 2 X 8b 2 (x) : ab# & ab 2 (x) We leave the rest of the structure to the reader. The category of assemblies over A , Ass(A ), has as objects pairs of form (X X ) w h e r e X is a set and X : X ! I(A ) a function such that X (x) 6 = for each x 2 X a morphism (X X ) ! (Y Y ) is a function f : X ! Y such that there is an a 2 A such that for all x 2 X and all b 2 X (x), ab# and ab 2 Y (f(x)) (one says that f is tracked by a).
The category of partitioned assemblies over A , Pass(A ), is the full subcategory of Ass(A ) on objects (X X ) where for each x 2 X, X (x) is a principal downset #(a) = fb 2 A j b ag. When working in Pass(A ) w e will simply take X to be a function X ! A .
Ass(A ) a n d We will also base our de nition on this theorem ourselves, but we a r e m o r e interested in geometric morphisms than in exact functors, so an important part of our approach w i l l b e a c haracterization of those functions between ordered pca's that induce geometric morphisms between the realizability toposes.
The category OPCA+
As a rst approximation, we present a category for ordered pca's, that is suitable for studying exact functors between realizability triposes, and generalizes Longley's 2-category for pca's. The objects are, of course, ordered pca's. For morphisms, we i n troduce the following de nition:
De nition 3.2 Let A and B be ordered pca's, and let f : A ! B be a function.
We s a y t h a t f is a morphism of ordered p ca's (or opca-map) if:
there exists an element r 2 B such that aa It is easily veri ed that composition is well-de ned. We w i l l w r i t e OPCA+ f o r this category.
Next, we observe that the Hom-sets of this category are pre-ordered sets if
for all a 2 A . Since composition of morphisms preserves this ordering, in the sense that f g ) fh gh and kf kg, w e see that OPCA+ is a pre-order enriched category. W e write f g for f g & g f, and we s a y t h a t f and g are isomorphic as morphisms.
It is good to observe that a map f : A ! B provides us with a description of A as an internal ordered pca in the topos RT B ]. The underlying set of this (canonically projective) object is the underlying set of A , and the existence predicate is given by E f (a) = #(f(a)). Moreove r , i f w e h a ve f g: A ! B , t h e n f g i , internally in RT B ], the identity o n A is a map (A E f ) ! (A E g ). Remarks. The structure of the category OPCA+ is not particularly impressive. We mention the following:
1. (This generalizes an observation by Longley.) The terminal object in OPCA+ is the one-point ordered pca. For any other trivial A , there is, for any B , always a morphism f : B ! A . This f is unique up to isomorphism. Trivial ordered pca's are also pseudo-initial, in the sense that for any other ordered pca B , there is always a map into B , and any two such maps are isomorphic. Apart from this, we can observe that any constant function between ordered pca's is a morphism, and that any t wo constant maps are isomorphic. It is not hard to verify that these are indeed morphisms in our category, and that gf = hf, but not g = h.
4. Equalizers do not exist in OPCA+. The reason is simple: if we h a ve two structures A , B , then we can take t wo di erent constant maps. There equalizer would have t o h a ve the empty set as underlying set, but no such ordered pca exists.
The Downset-monad
Now w e describe a monad (T ) o n OPCA+. On objects, we d e n e T A = ( f j 2 IA 6 = g ): For a morphism f : A ! B , w e p u t T f ( ) = S a2 #(f(a)). It is easily veried that this is well-de ned. Finally, it is clear that composition and identities are preserved, so T is indeed an endofunctor. Actually, it is an endo-2-functor, since it preserves the ordering on morphisms (in fact it also re ects the order). Now let : T 2 A ! TA be the map given by union: = fa 2 A j 9 2 : a 2 g. T h e v eri cations that both and are natural transformations, and that the monad identities are satis ed are left to the reader. The theorem by Pitts (3.1) that we stated at the beginning of this section can now be strengthened as follows: let Kl(T) denote the Kleisli category for the monad (T ) (this is a 2-category, since the pre-ordering of the arrows is inherited from OPCA+). Let RTripExact denote the 2-category of realizability triposes of the form I(A ) (;) , with exact functors as arrows, and natural transformations pre-ordering those exact functors. Then we obtain: Theorem 3.4 Every map f : A ! TB induces a Set-indexed functor from I(A ) (;) to I(B) (;) , that commutes with^ > and 9. M o r eover, every such Setindexed functor is, up to isomorphism, induced b y a m a p f : A ! TB. Hence we have a 2-functor from the Kleisli category Kl(T) to RTripExact. This 2-functor is bijective on objects and a local equivalence: it induces equivalences on the Hom categories. ) (cd) The terminology is explained by the fact that the condition actually tells that any representable function from B to A (representable by some element i n A , that is), is bounded below b y a function which is representable by some element in B .
It is evident that the composition of two computationally dense maps is again such a map, and that the identity map is one, too, so we can form the lluf subcategory OPCA on the computationally dense maps. Moreover, the structure maps of the monad and are both cd, and if f is cd, then so is T f .
Therefore, the monad (T ) restricts to a monad on OPCA. W e shall not distinguish notationally between the two uses of T relying on context to make clear in which category we w ork.
Let us now explain what the relevance of computational density is. Consider a morphism f : B ! TA in OPCA (by 3.3, we m a y assume that it preserves the ordering on the nose). First we will show that it induces a geometric morphism of triposes:
where the arrows f and f Proof. The idea of the proof is, rst to establish this for separated objects, and then to use the fact that every object can be covered by a separated object. Details are left to the reader.
Now w e relate the preorder on Hom-sets in OPCA to the one on the Hom-Sets in RTrip. Conversely, assume f( )` g( ) for any : X ! IA . In particular, taking X to be A and (a) = #(a), we n d f( )(a) = f(a), g( )(a) = g(a), and there is an element b 2 B such that b 2 T a2A f(a) ! g(a), proving f g.
We can wrap up by s a ying that there is a 2-functor from the opposite of the Kleisli 2-category Kl(T) to the 2-category RTrip of realizability triposes. This functor is, again, bijective on objects and a local equivalence.
4 Pseudo-algebras for T
In this section we relate properties of the category PAss(A ) to monad-theoretic properties of A . The rst thing to notice is, that our monad is an instance of a so-called KZ-doctrine (see 7] ). The veri cation of this comes down to observing that the following hold: T A TA , T A = TA and T A A = TA A . We will use some facts about KZ-doctrines to simplify some of the proofs below.
Recall that a pseudo-algebra for the monad T is a map : TA ! A such that the two diagrams below commute up to 2-isomorphism:
Similarly, w e s a y that a map f : A ! B is a pseudo-T -homomorphism if the
commutes up to 2-isomorphism (where are the pseudo-algebra structures for A and B respectively).
The facts about KZ-doctrines of which w e will make use are:
1. A pseudo-algebra is the same as a left adjoint re ection for the unit. Hence pseudo-algebras are unique up to isomorphism.
2. If : TA ! A is a pseudo-algebra, then a left adjoint f o r is automatically a pseudo-T -homomorphism.
3. If T 2 A ! T A is a free algebra, then the algebra map always has a left adjoint.
As a heuristics, one can think of a pseudo-algebra : TA ! A for T as a "complete" opca where plays the role of supremum map. For free algebras, the multiplication is a genuine supremum map, but in general is only a supremum map up to a realizer (and the underlying poset of A also has non-empty suprema up to a realizer). Also, notice that if a pseudo-algebra exists, then it is automatically a computationally dense map. This is true, because a implies that T a T . S o induces a geometric morphism of triposes, and must therefore be a computationally dense map.
Now w e turn to the categories of partitioned assemblies. First, we s h o w that opca-maps from A to B 
Proof. We just remark that h : A ! B gives H by H(X X ) = ( X h X ).
Conversely, e v ery functor H satisfying the above property is, up to isomorphism, induced by its action on the generic object. Details of the proof are omitted, since there is a very similar theorem for the categories of assemblies in 8].
Remark. In fact, lemma 4.1 could be stated in terms of a 2-functor from OPCA+ to the 2-category of categories of the form PAss(A ), and lex functors that commute with the inclusion of Sets. This functor then is a local equivalence.
Another point w orth noticing is, that it follows now that two maps f : A ! B and g : B ! A are adjoint if and only if the induced functors between PAss(A ) and PAss(B) are adjoint. This fact will be exploited later on. Theorem 4.2 The following are e quivalent for an ordered p ca A :
1. A admits a pseudo-algebra structure 2. PAss(A ) is regular 3. The embedding of PAss(A ) into Ass(A ) is a localization that commutes with the inclusion of Sets. Proof. First, assume 1). As in 4.1, such a structure : TA ! A gives a functor : Ass(A ) ' PAss(TA ) ! PAss(A ), that is left adjoint t o t h e embedding (which corresponds to the unit of the monad at A )). The counit of the adjunction is an isomorphism, since it is so on the level of opca's. This proves 3). Now assume that a localization as in 3) exists. This gives, again by t h e lemma, some opca-map : TA ! A , that is left adjoint to the unit at A , a n d hence a pseudo-algebra. Thus, 3) implies 1).
Next, assume 2). Because of the universal property o f Ass(A ) w.r.t. regular categories, there is a retraction : Ass(A ) ! PAss(A ). It is straightforward to check that this commutes with the inclusion of Sets and that the adjointness holds, so we h a ve 3 ) .
Finally, assume 3) (again, the left adjoint is called Before we state the next theorem, we recall that a diagram of the form The map X is a pullback o f r( X ), hence the top map is also a preembedding. This means that, for any q 2 Q, Q (q) = B (h(q)) 2 Irr. F rom this we obtain that (Q Q ) is also projective. We refer to coverings obtained in this way b y canonical coverings.
Moreove r , i f ( X X ) already happened to be projective, then the left-hand map would split, presenting (X X ) as a (regular) subobject of (Q Q ). But regular monos are pre-embeddings in this context, so (X X ) i s p r e -e m bedded in (B B ). Hence every projective is a pullback o f ( B B ). Now the map : A ! TA , de ned by a 7 ! a gives a functor : PAss(A ) ! Ass(A ), by s a ying (X X ) = ( X X ). Let us check that this is well-de ned: take f : ( X X ) ! (Y Y ), and consider the diagram
Here, the vertical maps are canonical projective c o vers, and the top map arises because of the projectivity o f ( P P ). The fact that this map has a tracking is just the same as the fact that f : ( X for g sends all elements in (a) to elements in a , and the adjointness is proved. Finally, since the projectives are closed under nite limits, we c a n d e r i v e that preserves nite limits.
Next, we p r o ve the converse so assume that has a left adjoint , w h i c h, by the considerations that we s a w before, may be taken to be induced by a function : A ! TA . N o w consider the generic object (A Id) i n PAss(A ), and cover this object by ( B B ), where B = f(a c)jc 2 (a)g and B (a c) = c. The projection is regular epi since the unit of the adjunction a is an isomorphism. We show that (B B ) is (generic) projective. The fact that is right adjoint t o translates into the fact that the object (B B ) has the property that for every regular epi f : ( X X ) ! (A Id) there is a map (B B ) ! (X X ), that makes the projection factor through f:
Indeed, f regular epi means #(a) ! ( #f X (x)jf(x) = ag) inhabited, and by the adjunction, (a) ! f X (x)jf(x) = ag inhabited. This says precisely that there is a tracked function from (B B ) ! (X X ).
Consider the pullback 
We obtain a map from (B B ) t o Y by using the section m : ( B B ) ! (Q Q ).
Hence (B B ) is projective. Now it is also easily established that (B B ) i s generic projective, as we in the proof of the other direction. The implication from 4) to 3) is just the third fact about KZ-doctrines that we listed at the beginning of this section. It remains to show that 3) implies 4). So let be left adjoint t o , and consider the set Irr= fc 2 A jc 2 (a) a2 A g.
We endow this set with an opca-structure. Observe that we m a y assume that preserves the ordering on the nose because T A is free, lemma 3.3 is applicable. Remark. If there exists a left adjoint to the pseudo-algebra map, then this left adjoint is automatically a computationally dense map, since it has a right adjoint.
Applications
In this section we discuss three applications of the machinery that we d e v eloped. First, we study relative realizability and local maps. This subject has been treated for ordinary pca's in 1] we h a ve a look at some facts that emerge when we consider ordered pca's. In particular, we see when an inclusion of ordered pca's gives rise to a local map of toposes. Then, we use this to relate the toposes RT A ] and RT T A ], and we show that a conjecture of Menni is true. Finally, we slightly generalize the fact that the E ective topos is not equivalent t o a n y realizability topos obtained from a total pca.
Local maps
Let B be some pca and let A be a sub-pca of B , that is, A is a subset containing (some choice for) k and s that is closed under the partial application. Remarks.
1. First of all, we h a ve given this de nition in such a w ay, that it also applies to ordered pca's. That is, way s a y that A is a sub-opca of B if it is a full sub-poset, closed under the partial application and contains (some choice of) k and s. It is completely straightforward to check that this still gives a local geometric morphism: one can copy the proof of theorem 3.1 in 1] almost literally. 2. Second, note that the functors i and i Remarks.
1. In our opinion, this proposition can be taken as providing some evidence for the claim that ordered pca's really are a useful generalization of ordinary pca's, because it shows us that there are non-trivial inclusions of ordered pca's that induce topos morphisms, something which is impossible for pca's (see the rst paragraph of this section).
2. If we h a ve s u c h a local localic map, induced by an inclusion A , ! B of ordered pca's, then it follows that A is actually a retract of B in the Kleisli category Kl(T). The converse need not be true.
3. We said before, that an inclusion of ordinary pca's would never yield a geometric morphism between the associated realizability toposes. It must be stressed, however, that the proof of this fact relies on classical logic, and does not remain true when we switch to an arbitrary base topos instead of Set. In fact, in 2] the notion of an elementary subobject is introduced.
This de nition is chosen in such a w ay, t h a t i f B is now a pca-object in an arbitrary topos S, a n d A is a sub-pca of B , then the requirement that A is an elementary subobject (rather than the maximal subobject) of B is enough to guarantee that there is a local map between the realizability toposes.
Iteration of T
In this section we study iteration of the endofunctor T. This gives rise to a sequence of ordered pca's, and, as we will see, to a sequence of the corresponding realizability t o p o s e s . I t w as already predicted by Menni that certain chains of realizability toposes could be obtained in this fashion.
Let us x an ordered pca A . In the category OPCA, w e h a ve a diagram We used the notation U, D, and P as to remind the reader of the words "union", "discrete" and "principal", respectively. On the level of toposes, we get the following, similar picture:
RT A ] Remark. In 12] it is remarked, that in some cases an there is another tripos that we can associated with an ordered pca: we can de ne J(A ) I(A ) as those downsets in A that are closed under pushouts. Third, the map U also preserves the property of being closed under pushouts. Now the adjointness is immediate, and so is the commutation of the diagram. We can iterate the downset-construction: starting with an arbitrary ordered pca A = A 0 , w e get a sequence A 0 A 1 A 2 : : :when we p u t A n+1 = ( T A n ).
This immediately gives us a sequence I(A 0 Proof. This goes by induction and is an immediate consequence of the facts that we established concerning RT A ] and RT TA ].
As a last observation, we mention the fact that there is also a chain of toposes coming from the hierarchy J(A ) J (TA ) : : : . T h i s c hain is included in the one coming from I(A ) I (T A ) : : : .
5.3
In a very short paper 6], Johnstone and Robinson gave a categorical proof of the fact that the E ective T opos is not equivalent to a realizability topos obtained from a total pca. ). Also, using the recursion theorem in B , c hoose an element e 2 B such that e x ' z (r (r f(s) e) x):
Then: e x = fg(e x) = f(s g(e) g(x)) = r (r f(s) fg(e)) fg(x) = r (r f(s) e) x but, on the other hand, e x 6 = r (r f(s) e) x because of the property o f the element z. Contradiction.
Note that this proof is properly more general in that it doesn't depend on the decidability of the pca's involved (e.g. it also works for Kleene's pca of functions, which is not decidable).
